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The consensus view

▪ Global GDP growth expected to be 3.7% in 2018 (IMF estimate). This will provide continued demand for later cycle assets, commodities and EM’s.

▪ We see a global economy with room to run but expect less room for upside growth surprises to lift markets.

▪ Global inflation remains contained but is the biggest threat to tighter monetary policies.

▪ We believe investors will still be paid for taking equity risk but expect lower rewards ahead given rising inflation and higher valuations.

▪ Trade Wars between the US and China have the ability to derail economic momentum.

▪ Locally, a stronger rand will have a favourable impact on inflation and the SARB will have room to cut interest rates which in turn will reinforce the

positive “Ramaphoria” mood.

Things to think about

▪ More rate hikes are expected in the US but the cycle is still much lower than normal.

▪ The ECB will also have to consider tightening policy.

▪ On the back of this, the global backdrop is going to turn less supportive for emerging markets.

▪ Some realism still required in South Africa - structural problems including education system, low productivity and huge inequality will take decades to

address.
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MACRO VIEWS



The US likely lost some steam in the first quarter of the year, partially explained by seasonality factors but
mostly the result of a moderation in consumer spending following robust growth in the previous quarter.
Nonetheless, the underlying economic picture remains encouraging, with solid employment gains and
accelerating wage growth buttressing private outlays and sentiment. Similarly, data for February showed
healthy business sentiment and factory output underpinning an economy at full throttle. Trade measures
enacted by President Trump’s administration could, however, counterbalance growth-inducing fiscal
impulses. Trade tensions with China also flared up after the administration proposed tariffs on up to USD
60 billion worth of Chinese imports by invoking Section 301, which followed an investigation into
intellectual property theft by China.

The strong long-term 
trend persists



Data confirmed that the Eurozone economy continued to grow robustly in the fourth quarter of 2017,
capping off the best year of growth in over a decade. The solid reading was driven by a rebound in fixed
investment, supported by optimistic business sentiment, and buoyant export growth despite a strong
euro. Recent data for Q1 has been strong, albeit pointing to a moderation from prior levels. Economic
sentiment edged down in February, while the composite PMI fell in March. However, the unemployment
rate remained at a multi-year low in January. Meanwhile, the relationship with the United States, a major
trading partner, has come into focus in recent weeks, after U.S. President Trump announced tariffs on steel
and aluminum. On 23 March, the U.S. government announced that exports from the EU would be
temporarily exempted until 1 May, and discussions on the topic are ongoing.

Positive long-term trend

The effect of 
stimulus



Economic growth momentum from 2017 appears to have partially carried over into Q1 of this year. In
January, seasonally-adjusted unemployment fell to an over two-decade low, boding well for private
consumption. Moreover, survey data suggested that, in March, the manufacturing sector expanded for the
nineteenth consecutive month. Looking back, the economy performed better in Q4 than previously
estimated, largely due to an upward revision in private non-residential investment growth. Meanwhile, on
8 March, the government signed up to the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership, which will provide an opportunity for exporters. On the political front, pressure has increased
on Prime Minister Shinzo Abe since 12 March, when news of corruption related to him and his wife
resurfaced. This could dent his chances of being re-elected as leader of the Liberal Democratic Party in
September.

Stimulus having a 
positive effect



The economy started 2018 on strong footing. Data for January–February showed that the ongoing
campaign to crack down on pollution did not hit industrial production growth, as solid global demand is
fueling manufacturing activity. Despite tighter financial conditions, infrastructure outlays remained robust
in January–February, propelling overall growth in urban fixed-asset investment. Retail sales were also
strong in the first two months of the year, suggesting healthy private consumption. On 11 March, the
National People’s Congress (NPC) paved the way for President Xi Jinping to stay at the country’s helm
indefinitely with the abolition of the constitutional two-term limit. In the same venue, the NPC left
economic targets mostly unchanged, while rolling out further economic reforms. Retaliatory measures
against U.S. trade tariffs and the prospect of a trade war looms.

Hard landing concerns 
negated for now



The latest data suggests that the South African economy has turned a corner. National accounts data for
the fourth quarter of 2017 surprised on the upside, with a sharp quarter-on-quarter expansion driven by
private consumption and fixed investment. In January, manufacturing output expanded for the fourth
consecutive month, recording its sharpest increase since June 2016. Survey-based data for February was
equally positive; there was a notable jump in the Standard Bank PMI and strong business confidence.
Improved confidence in the economy among businesses largely reflected the political developments since
Cyril Ramaphosa took over as head of the ANC in December and subsequently replaced Jacob Zuma as
president. Ramaphosa, who was sworn in on 15 February, has taken steps to change the direction of
economic policy, including a cabinet reshuffling which saw the reappointment of Nhlanhla Nene as finance
minister and a budget that will hike taxes to contain the bloated fiscal deficit.

A decade to forget…



MARKET RISKS
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ASSET ALLOCATION



Global Asset 

Allocation

Expected 

Return 

(local)

Q2 

2018

Q1 

2018
Comments

Offshore Equity 7%
Earnings momentum in DM remains strong. US corporate tax cuts to provide an extra leg up 

for earnings, whilst EUR strength a drag on selective companies. EM fundamentals and 

valuations supportive - a sharp rise in USD and trade tensions, biggest threat.

Offshore Property 4% N
Increased probability of rising DM bond yields likely to be a headwind for DM property. This 

against, synchronized global growth which should provide some support to property stocks. 

Favour European region over US.

Offshore Fixed Income 1% - 3%
Corporate/high yield debt and EM Debt preferred over DM government debt. Rising inflation 

will place pressure on bond prices. Overall, sector faces major headwinds. 

Offshore Cash 1% N N Prefer cash to core DM government bonds. Also offers optionality.

OFFSHORE MARKETS

Underweight Moderately

overweight

Moderately

underweight
OverweightNeutral

N



LOCAL MARKETS

SA Asset Classes
Expected 

Return (ZAR)

Q2 

2018

Q1 

2018
Comments

SA Equity 9%
After strong rally in late 2017, the opportunities now lie in stock-picking. The SA Inc. theme 

needs to be measured against selective Rand Hedge opportunities. 

SA Fixed Income 10%
400bps real yield can't be ignored if the carry trade remains relevant for SA Bonds. Removal 

of Moody's provides a further underpin.

SA Cash 7% N N Bonds preferred over cash on a risk-adjusted basis.

SA Listed Property 12% N
Improvement to SA growth, consumer confidence and possible interest rate cuts all 

supportive. SA Listed Property Index however carries a large weighting in the Resilient stable 

which are subject to possible irregularities - selective quality companies therefore key.

Preference Shares 11%
Attractive yield plus capital appreciation (grandfathering) provides potential upside. Recent 

strength in banking stock performances  increases the possibility of banking stock buybacks.

$/R (+ for ZAR 

strength)

R11.00 -

R14.00
N N

Revival of consumer confidence, improvement in SA growth and governance all supportive 

for the rand against rising US interest rate headwinds.

Underweight Moderately

overweight

Moderately

underweight
OverweightNeutral

N



SECTORAL POSITIONING

Sectoral Positioning
Expected 

Return (ZAR)

Q2 

2018

Q1 

2018
Comments

Resources 15%
Synchronized global growth and weak USD both supportive of resource prices 

(and resource companies).  Trade wars and a sharp rise in USD a threat.

Financials 8%
Sharp rebound in financial stocks post the ANC election have resulted in valuations being 

more fairly priced. Earnings momentum and sentiment will continue to provide and underpin.

Industrials 5%
After sell-off of rand hedge stocks, select opportunities present themselves, whilst the 

Ramaphosa trade for SA Inc. industrials likely to persist. Bottom-up stock selection important.

Underweight Moderately

overweight

Moderately

underweight
OverweightNeutral

N
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